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Mobile And Wireless Networks Security: Proceedings of the MWNS 2008 Workshop Singapore 9 April 2008World Scientific Publishing, 2008
Wireless and mobile networks have undergone a tremendous evolution since their start. This was mainly motivated by the need for connectivity everywhere, as exemplified by the philosophy of "always on" access. Mobile telephony was the first need felt by users, followed by the need for mobile Internet applications. Mobile telecommunications...
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Cisco Field Manual: Router ConfigurationCisco Press, 2001
While there are numerous sources of information and  documentation detailing every feature you can implement in a Cisco network and  the commands needed to enable those features, the breadth and depth of this data  makes it difficult to find the exact information you want, to call up the  information quickly, or to carry it with...
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PPP Design, Implementation, and Debugging (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2001
Extensively revised and expanded to cover the latest developments in PPP and network technology, this second edition addresses such current topics as:
	PPP in today's telecommunications infrastructure  
	PPP and telephony  
	Optical (SONET/SDH) PPP links  
	The relationship between PPP and...
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Convergence of Mobile and Stationary Next-Generation NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The optical networking technology that suffered in the post - dot - com crash
	several years ago has since recovered and is once again poised for rapid growth
	due to the exhaustion of available bandwidth. Today, photonics networks transport
	Internet data over large distances in long - haul and metropolitan networks.
	Improvements in...
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Object-Oriented Analysis and Design with Applications (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1993
In this eagerly awaited second edition, Grady Booch draws upon the rich and varied results of those projects and offers improved methods for object development and a new, unified notation.  With numerous examples implemented in C++, Booch illustrates essential concepts, explains the method, and shows successful applications in a variety of fields....
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Configuring Cisco Unified Communications Manager and Unity Connection: A Step-by-Step Guide (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2011

	On March 10, 1876, Alexander Graham Bell made the first successful telephone call. As
	with many things, the test was purely accidental. Graham spilled acid on his leg, and
	Watson, his assistant, heard his call for help through the telephone. So, what has changed
	over the last 129 years? It would be easier to discuss what hasn’t...
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Microsoft Lync 2013 Unified Communications: From Telephony to Real Time Communication in the Digital AgePackt Publishing, 2013

	Complete coverage of all topics for a unified communications strategy


	Overview

	
		A real business case and example project showing you how you can optimize costs and improve your competitive advantage with a Unified Communications project
	
		The book combines both business and the latest relevant...
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The Tomes of Delphi : Basic 32-BitWordware Publishing, 2002
Developer's Guide to Delphi Communications is another addition to the highly successful Delphi series from Wordware. This is the only title on the market that provides a comprehensive overview to the communications capability of Delphi relative to the major communications protocols, such as TCP/IP, MAPI, SMTP, and HTTP.

Reliable...
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Voice and Video Conferencing  FundamentalsCisco Press, 2007

As  audio and video conferencing move rapidly into the mainstream,  customers and end users are demanding unprecedented performance,  reliability, scalability, and security. In Voice and Video Conferencing Fundamentals,  three leading experts systematically introduce the principles,  technologies, and protocols...
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VoIP Hacks : Tips & Tools for Internet Telephony (Hacks)O'Reilly, 2005

	Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is gaining a lot of attention these days, as more companies and individuals switch from standard telephone service to phone service via the Internet. The reason is simple: A single network to carry voice and data is easier to scale, maintain, and administer. As an added bonus, it's also...
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Wireless Networking (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and rules of thumb. Guaranteed not to gather dust on a shelf!

Wireless Networking: Design, Optimize, Implement delivers readers from the...
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Novell's CNE Update to NetWare 6 Study GuideNovell Press, 2003
Novell certifies thousands of professionals worldwide to manage and support their IT products.  Novell certifications involve real-world requirements and performance-based testing.  The quality of Novell certified professionals set the Novell certification programs about the rest of the global standard for the IT industry.  Eighty percent of hiring...
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